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Digimarc Corporation, which is listed on The NASDAQ Stock Market, appreciates the 
opportunityto comment on the Bats Exchangeproposal to participate in the closing auction for 
our publicly-traded shares. This is a potentially disruptive interference in a process that is 
critical to Digimarc and to its shareholders. Accordingly, Digimarc urges the Securities and 
Exchange Commission to disapprove the proposal. 

Digimarcchose to list on the NASDAQ Stock Market for many reasons. NASDAQ's is the 
market best known for supporting companies like ours thatvalue innovation,'technology and 
growth. NASDAQ's electronic marketplacehelped lead aridmodernize the markets and made 
NASDAQ a global leader in market and regulatory technology. We rely on NASDAQ for 
intelligenceabout trading in our stock, and we communicateregularly with NASDAQ about 
marketdevelopments that may impactour shareholders. In addition, NASDAQ offers Digimarcs 
like usa wide range of services to assistin performing critical functions, including investor 
relations and board support. Digimarc'SjNASD^Q.Usting^also benefits its,)sh^eholders.
NASDAD's.c^peting market maker^jdd^elp^ensur,^^.thatinvestors have adeep and liquid 
market.to.purchase its stock at tnerjaosjlr'̂ hab^ , 
Digimarc has great confidence in the NASDAQ Official Closing Price and it is concerned that 
the.Bats proposal will undermine-that priceand.harm its investors. The NASDAQ Official 
Closing^rice.is'determined by theNASD^iClpsing Cross, aproven and tested electronic 
process that collects the maximum availa^eljjiuidiW.jn.a^single place. This is astark contrast 
from the fragmentation that exists during) '̂b'|ilk o^the,ti[ading day when Digimarc's shares 
trade on many exchanges.and othernon-exchange.y^nues..,.. . , 

While Digimarc'unders'tan'ds that this fragmentation is designed tirpromote competition and 
control tradingcosts, Digimarc opposes' fragmentation during the NASDAQ ClbSing Cross. The 
strength and integrity bTthe NASDAQ' ClosingCross andtheNASDAQ Official'Closing;Price 
are simply tob'impfortarit'tO-Digirnaic and to its' shareholders. Digimarc canJs6ein'6i way in which 
the Bats proposal"can'improve'tKe processfor settTrigthe closing price in Digimare's shares. 
Instead, by free-rjding on the NASDAQ Closing Cross and diverting orders away from it, the 
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Bats proposal can only undermine the NASDAQ Closing Cross and in doing so harm Digimarc's 
shareholders. The potential harm to all ofDigimarc's shareholders from an inaccurate NASDAQ 
Official Closing Price far outweighs the possibility for active traders to save a few cents on 
execution costs. 

For the reasons stated above, Digimarc asks the Securities and Exchange Commission to 
disapprove the Bats proposal. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/: 
Charles Beck 

Chief Financial Officer 

Digimarc Corporation 


